SkyHawk™
PORTABLE TRAILER TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT SYSTEM
The SkyHawk™ portable trailer uses our patented “Above the Road” (ATR) LiDAR sensors for enforcement in dense traffic areas across multiple locations over a wide geographic area.

**FEATURES:**
- Robust WANCO self powered work zone model customized for speed enforcement
- Detects the speed of every vehicle & allows uni- or bi-directional coverage
- Portable, 1 hour set up enables fast deployment in multiple locations

**ADVANTAGES:**
- Ideal for dense traffic, temporary enforcement locations, wide coverage area
- Autonomous, diesel generator powers load batteries, 10 - 14 days for refueling
- NO UPFRONT COST

Optotraffic provides the same comprehensive suite of back office support services for all our enforcement systems. These include: citation printing and mailing, call center representatives, systems and software training, lock box payment processing, pay by web, collections, court docket preparation, financial tracking and custom reporting.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
Phone: (888) 332-8528
Email: info.request@optotraffic.com
www.optotraffic.com